Duncan Campbell describes the officlal contingency plan for a new Dark Age Britain.
.

The British way of .Iife
- after the Bomb: .
FURTHER
AND FULL DETAILS of
the government's
plans for the aftermath of nuclear war, complete with
plans for the resurrection of the central
banking system and the 'summary execution' of unwilling workers have been
obtained by the NS. The plans -:- a set
of 'Briefing
Material
for Wartime
Controllers'
- were obtained in outline last year (NS 5 December 198D) but
are now available in full. The Briefing
is described as:
classified information
(which) is part
of some background
briefing given
to certain officers designated to be
senior members on the staff of the
regional and sub-regional
commissioners in war. It has been decided
that it would be prudent to give the
same
information
to London
Group,
London
borough,
county
and district controllers
(designate)
and chief officers of police ...

'Controller'
and 'Commissioner'
are
of course terms completely unknown
to our contemporary
and roughly democratic system of government.
Such
appointments
are, however,
already
planned, in some detail, together with
the more powerful posts of Regional
Military and Police Commanders,
as
the shadow government
of Britain in
crisis or war. 'Controllers'
will be th'e
existing peacetime chief executives of
each local authority.
Councillors
are
not appointed to the job.
This material - issued in 19,76, but
still current - is deeply secret, as well
as being deeply ludicrous,
The very
first words warn that:
The information
given in this circular is not be be communicated
to the
Press or to any person not specifically authorised to receive it ...
The wartime Controllers
can only
pass the 'information
on to others on a
'need-to-know'
basis, or if the government puts the country 'onto a war footing'. It is all hush-hush,
giving details
of the effects of nuclear war on law and
order, industrial resources, manpower,
and
the monetary
economy.
The
author of the circular was Duncan Buttery, a Home Office Assistant Secretary then in charge of the Home
Defence Division.
The Home Office's observations

on the effects of war are profound:
In conditions of.anarchy,
the implementation of-measures necessary for
national survival would be impossible •.. (para 4)
A large scale nuclear attack would
disrupt the production
and distribution of power supplies and hence
, "
life of the community.
most
industrial
and commercial
But:
activities ... (para 8)
In conditions in which death destrucAbove all:
tion and injury were commonplace,
A large scale of nuclear attack on
this country would completely dis- .
such penalties as probation,
fines or
sentences of imprisonment
would no
rupt the banking system ... (para
longer be effective in dealing with
/4)
Clearlya serious matter. Indeed, 'even a
anti-social offenders.
small scale attack on London and the
No beating about the bush here. The
major
facilities of the big clearing
answer is the great leap back into the
Dark Ages, and the re-introduction
of
banks would have a similar effect. In a
the stocks; plus - um - execution situation where. power supplies would
but they don't quite describe itin such
be cut off, public.and private transport
brought to a standstill, and industrial
terms:
Such penalties as communal labour,
and commercial
activities halted, the
restricted rations, and exposure to
major sources of income would dry
up.'
.
public disapproval
would be appropriate
for all but the gravest
offences, but in the case of flagrantly
THERE
WOULD
al'so be the slight
anti-social behaviour there might be
matter of a few tens of millions of the
a need for harsher penalties than
populace left in a permanent
state of
would be generally
acceptable
in
unproductivity.
But.worse:
peacetime.
Provision
for approprimoney in its present form would
ate penalties, not normally available
cease
to
have
any
signifito courts,
would be made under
cance ...
in the survival
period,
emergency regulations
. ..
'.'
when all efforts would be concenThe Home Office here displays an
trated on providing the bare essenundue
modesty
and wordiness.
in
tials . of. life ...
Some
token
explaining how business for the hangexchange
might be needed ...
It
men and firing squads will be booming
might be feasible to allow the use of
come the day of the Bomb. Curiously,
existing currency (but) barter and the
they find no such difficulty in expressgovernment issue of food and clothing precisely their sentiments
on the
ing would prevail.
matter of what to do about workers
/{ government
monopoly of food and
who won't work:
clothing
might indeed
quell awful
In the absence of effective sancanarchy. Other methods to be adopted
tions, short of summary execution,
include a new system of special courts
for dealing with those who might not
administered
by Regional' Commiscomply with directions.. success in
sioners, and protected by armed police
the allocation of labour, throughout
and military guards. The target would
the survival period, would in pracbe citizens who didn't behave as they
tice depend
on the community's
. were told,
and' didn't
accept
the
acceptance of the need and their volauthority of a government
which had
untary co-operation.
just turned the place into a wasteland:
The main resources of the wartime
judicial andpenal
system would be
concentrated
against the anti-social
conduct
of : individuals
which
seriously interfered with the essential

There will be no tedious red tape to
impede the passing of death sentences.
'In capital cases, wherever practicable,
there would be ... a court ,consisting
of not less than three commissioners.'

The 'commissioners'
would be
appointed from anyone 'holding any
form of judicial office'. An emergency
court could be held 'anywhere ...
where radiological conditions permitted.'
No time for layabouts after the Bomb,
either:
. . . one aim would be to provide as
many people as possible with some
form of useful work to sustain
morale ...
Of course:
the main demand would be for
heavy manual labour
for such
immediate tasks as
the burial of
the dead.
And, at least:
in spite of heavy casualties among
the able-bodied population, there
should be no general shortage of
manpower, since industry as it
existed before the attack would be
virtually at a standstill.
Cheering to know that there wouldn't
be a shortage of survivors to order
around, just to establish who was the
government and who wasn't. But, worryingly:
national recovery to establish a new
monetary system ... might take a
year or more, depending on the scale
of the attack ... it could not be
assumed that the old currency would
be redeemed . . .

Bad news there for the rich, unless their
old style pre-holocaust Elizabeth 2
pounds were to be honoured, as the
plans suggest might happen:
at a considerable devaluation of its
earlier purchasing power.
A sensible line of argument. There
won't be quite the same choice of consumer goods in the shops, one might
expect.
This gem of official planning for a
sort of ideal post-nuclear world finishes up with the promise of .the
relaunch of money as a top priority:
The creation of a new monetary system would be a national matter .. " Regional
Commissioner
would be assisted in these monetary
and other economic problems by
financial advisers drawn from the
Treasury and the private sector.
No doubt a special Bankerbunker has
already been allocated for this vital
~b.
0
Readers who wish to further examine
this subject may obtain the fuller New
Statesman critique of this document,
appended to which is a copy of the
document itself. Please send £2.00,
plus a large stamped addressed envelope, to Bomb Offer, the New Statesman. The £2.00, less copying cost, will
be sent on to the European Nuclear
Disarmament
Campaign.

